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Parnienides with the management of what
Hegel calls the fourth person : c<£>; 6

'Avrufiwi' <f>dvcu tov IIv068o)pov...Tbv Hap-

fitvtSijv <f>diai, k.t.X. ? The elaborate manner
in which both dialogues are introduced is

in accordance with the date of composition

here assigned to them. For it indicates

the writer's consciousness of a wide gap
between the lifetime of Socrates and his

own, which has to be bridged over in some
way. But in the Theaetetus his way of

doing this is far neater, and his comment
upon it in the Preface to that dialogue

betrays the consciousness of a difficulty

overcome.

3. The most original and suggestive

passage of the Parnienides, that in which
the possibility of change (jierafioktf) is

provided for through the conception of the
Instantaneous (r) tov i£ai(f>vn<s <f>v(xi<s), by
removing the speculative difficulty which
stood in the way of admitting the reality

of yhttrts, may have cleared a path for

Plato's onward thought, towards that
analysis of sensation, perception, judgment,
memory and opinion, as jyrocesses, which
tills so large a space in the argument of the
Theaetetus. Mr. Waddell finds that the
insertion of this passage creates a want of

symmetry between the two v7ro6eo-eis, eV el

ottiv and «Y ci fxrj iartv, but to have pursued
the latter into the third consequence ' neither
all nor none/ would have been tedious and
unmeaning.

1. That Plato himself connected the
Sophist with the Theaetetus is not a con-

clusive argument, for the evidence of style

suggests that a gap of time must have
come between, and except in the last sen-

tence, which may have been tacked on at

any time, the Theaetetus presents no trace

of having been originally intended to be
the first of a series.

But, once more, in looking at the Parme-
nides as a whole, while the style is that of

Plato's maturity, the dialogue presents

more the effect of a first effort in a new
region,—that of pure dialectical abstrac-

tions,—than the Theaetetus with its mellow
blending of ethical, psychological, logical

and metaphysical elements, and its profound
analysis (taken up afterwards in the

Timaeus) of the nature of perception.

At the same time I am ready to admit
that this particular question may be argued
in a contrary sense ;—that the thorny
subtilties of the Parmenides, so remote
from the spirit of the Republic, are only
approached towards the end of the Theae-

tetus, that the thorough-going notion of a

philosophy which despises nothing however
trivial is shared by the Parmenides with
the later dialogues (Soph. Phileb.), and that

the eAcyKTtKos avrjp of the Theaetetus (a con-

temporary portrait) may have led Plato

back to Zeno and through Zeno to the re-

examination of ' the great Parmenides.' I

have far less of certitude on this point than
I have in maintaining that the Theaetetus

and Parmenides are sister dialogues and
that they are intermediate between the

Republic and the Sophistes.

Lewis Campbell.

THE CAMPAIGN OF BASIL I. AGAINST THE PAULICIANS IN 872 a.d.

Tnis campaign of Basil is of great
interest and importance from a topo-
graphical point of view and will well repay a
careful examination because of the mention
of several geographical names which have
not hitherto been definitely localized—the
fortress Zapetra or So/.opetra (Zibatra in
the Arab writers) which plays so important
a part in frontier wars with the Saracens,
the city Taranta (probably Derende), and
the River Zaruouk (= Zarniik) which is

apparently not elsewhere mentioned in the
Byzantine authors. When Zapetra is once
fixed, it is possible to fix (from statements
in the Arab geographers) the site of Adata
(Al-lladat-h). In his well-known Historical
Geography of Asia Minor Professor Ramsay

makes no reference to this campaign, because,

as he informs me, it was not possible at the

time to localize the names mentioned. But
he has very kindly directed my attention to

Mr. Guy Le Strange's interesting transla-

tion (with notes) of Ibn Serapion [from

Journal of Royal Asiatic Society, 1895],

which has given me invaluable aid in

writing this paper, as will be seen from the

numerous references to the work. 1

5 Since these lines were written, 1 have received

from the Author (through the kindness of Professor

Ramsay) a copy of his book with MS. corrections

and additional notes. 1 am glad to find that in

several points Mr. Le Strange's views now agree with

conclusions readied iu this paper, e.g. in reference

to the River Hurith (Jurith) and the identification

of the River Karakis with the Sultan Su, &c.
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The accounts of this campaign given by

our authorities are somewhat confused, but

by no means hopeless. Basil's first campaign
(probably in 871 a.d.) had ended in disaster

(Geo. Mon.1 p. 841, Sym. Mag. 690, Zon. xvi.

8). Next year he took the Held again (S72

A.D.), advancing towards the Euphrates no

doubt by the ordinary military road passing

Dorylaion and Sebasteia. The enemy
retired before him and left him free to lay

waste their country and destroy their

villages. But when he appeared before

their capital Tephrike 2 (Devrik), he found

that it was too strongly fortitied and too

well garrisoned to be taken except by a

protracted siege, and so he contented him-

self with capturing some neighbouring forts

(among which are mentioned Abara,3 Spathe,

and Ivoptos), and devastating the sur-

rounding country (Theoph. Cont., p. 267,

Kedrenos, p. 207). The exact site of these

forts is unknown.
In alarm the city of Taranta (tjv Tupavra

Ac'yovo-t, Cont. ; Tuvpas, Kedr., probably by
mistake : v. infra), which lay not far off

(yuTovovo-a ravry, 8C. ttj 'l\(pp., Kedr.), sent

envoys to Basil to sue for peace and per-

mission to be ' enrolled among the Roman
allies' ; and their submission was 'graciously

'

accepted. Taranta is evidently one of the

more important towns in the Paulician

territory : it is called a ' Saracen ' city in

alliance with Tephrike (r) kripa rdv '\crp.a;]-

Xltwv 7roAtSi . . . 6/J.aixfJLiav t^ovaa /cat kolvo-

irpaytav /xcra t?)s Te<£p., Kedr.), i.e. it is a

Paulician stronghold. Professor Ramsay
now identifies this town with Daranda
(Dalanda), the modern Derende. 4 He points

out that the position of Taranta (which is

probably a neuter plural, wrongly taken by
Kedr. as an accus. sing.) is fixed by two 5

passages of Theoph., pp. 312 and 372 (ed.

De Boor). Heraclius returning from his

second expedition into Persia in 626 a.d.

hesitated whether to march by way of

Taranta or by way of Samosata. The
former road evidently denotes the great

route across the Euphrates through Melitene,

1 The Bonn edition of the Byzantine authors is

quoted, unless otherwise mentioned.
- Sym. Mag. (I.e. ) calls the town 'AcppiKt), Ibn

Serapion's ' Abrik' (Le Strange, pp. 58, 03). This
form is therefore not a mere error of the MSS. but a

variant (see concluding paragraph). [Lc Sirange in

his additional MS. notes proves that Abrik is

Tephrike (according to his first statement on p. 58),

and not Arabkir (according to Mr. Hogarth's opinion,
adopted by him on p. 740).]

3 Probably the Amara of Kedr. II. 154.
* On Daranda I quote from his MS. additions to

his Hist. Geogr.
5 In both passages Tapavrov is the form given.

Derende, Gurun (Gauraina), and Azizie

(Ariarathia)—which indeed is most probably

Herodotus' Royal Road. It is possible that

Heraclius had taken this route in starting

for his second expedition in 624 a.d., and
perhaps Philippicus also traversed it in

5S5-6 a.d. ; v. Gerland, 'die Pers. Feldziige

des Kaisers Herakleios,' p. 24 {Byz. Zft.

iii. p. 351). Compare Hitter, Erdkunde von

Asien, vol. x. 708 and 844-5. This identifi-

cation shows that the Paulician territory

included the whole mountain country

extending south from Tephrike as far at

least as the Tokhma Su, the ancient Melas
;

and if the Paulician Argaouth 7 (see infra) is

Arga-Arca, as is very probable, their

territory must have extended even south of

the river. The identification of Taranta
with Derende suits the conditions of our

campaign. The next fact with regard to

Basil's movements that is certain is that we
find him encamped some distance to the

south-west of Melitene, and the submission

of Taranta suggests that he had marched to

this point by the road which was thus

opened to him.

The submission of Taranta was the signal

for the surrender of several other towns or

fortresses among which was Lokana, s a fort

held by Kourtikios (Kourterios, Kedr.), an

Armenian, i.e. a Paulician leader. Basil's

ulterior object is now plainly to attempt the

capture of Melitene, the capital of the

Saracen territory west of the Euphrates
and north of Mt. Tauros. The Saracen towns

in this district were the support of the

Paulicians, and the conquest of these towns
would isolate the rebel heretics and make
their reduction an easy matter. The time
was favourable : for the internal dissensions

among the Abbassides and the revolutions

at Baghdad had paralysed the Saracen

power and prevented any aid from being

sent across the Euphrates either to the

Paulicians or to the Saracen towns on the

west of the river. But Melitene itself was
a strongly fortilied place and powerfully

garrisoned : and so Basil determined first of

all to capture the towns in the rear which
might send assistance to the capital. With
this object ho crossed the hill-country

between the Tokhma Su (the Arabic
Kubakib) and the Sultan Su (the Karakis),

sending forward a flying column (Kovpaov)

of picked soldiers against Za}-etra and
Samosata, while he himself evidently en-

8 The pass Bovkov\i9os on this road is mentioned
by Kedr. J J. p. 421.

' 'Apyaovv Kedr. II. 154.
n Possibly identical with Gurun IK.].
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camped in the country between the Karakis

and the Zarnuk (see below). The column

obviously took tho road which leads from

Melitene up the course of the Karakis

(Sultan Su) and thence turns south-east-

wards to Poire (Hisn Mansur, the modern
Adiaman) and Samosata, joining this road

of course on the west of Melitene. This

road is shown in Professor Ramsay's map,

(//. G., p. 266). After passing through to.

orei'u Trjs bhov—the description given by our

authorities is too vague to admit of any

definite localization of the pass referred to

—the detachment captured Zapetra and

released many Romans who had for long

been prisoners there. They then laid waste

the adjacent country and captured Samosata.

It is said that they also crossed the

Euphrates and ravaged the country beyond,

its defenders being all concentrated against

Basil. This is not impossible when we bear

in mind the temporary paralysis of the

Saracen power : it would mean that they

crossed at Samosata for a plundering raid

merely. Then they returned to the Emperor
whom they found still encamped on the

Zarnouch ( = Zarnuk), In 7rpos t<3 Z. The
tn is significant : Basil had remained quiet

with the main body of his army all the

time the detachment was away, and they

found him where they had left him, close

by the Zarnuk.
The above description, taken in connex-

ion with other statements, leaves little

doubt as to the site of Zapetra. Another
reference to this place belongs to the year

836 a.d., when Theophilus in his campaign
against the Saracens captured Sozopetra

(Theoph. Cont. 124, Kedr. 130, Zon. xv.

29 ;
' Ozopetra ' in Gen. 66 ;

' Zapetros ' in

Sym. Mag. 634), the birthplace of the

Caliph Al-Mo'tacim, 1 and Samosata. Here
it is said that he advances a considerable

distance into the Saracen country (iroppoy-

r£p<D rr/9 Siyuas) before he reaches Sozopetra.

Zapetra cloarly lies on or near the road
between Melitene and Samosata. This is

confirmed by the Arab geographers. Abu-
l-Fida (quoted by Weil, Gesch. der Khal. ii.

p. 3U9, u. 2, and by Le Strange, Trans, of

Ibn Serapion, p. 66). who visited the place

in 1315, says, 'It lies two marches south-
ward of M alalia and the same distance
westward of Hisn Mansur [Perre

—

Adiaman] in a plain surrounded by /nils.'

This description exactly suits the site near
the sources of the Sultan Su and the Geuk

1 This fact seems to be unknown to the Arab his-
torians and is probably a more unfounded report
current in Byzantine circles.

Su where stand the ruins called Viransheher

(i.e. 'ruined city'), about four miles from

the road,2 tho very spot indicated by Ibn

Serapion (Le Strange, I.e. p. 03), when he

says that the Karakis ( = Sultan Su 3
)

1 passes near the gate of Zibatra.' The
statements of Ibn Khordadbeh (Jlor. ca.

864) give a further confirmation of this

argument, and at the same time indicate

the site of Al-Hadath (Adata) as somewhere

on the road between Zibatra and Marash.

The frontier towns of Mesopotamia are

given (De Goeje's Trans., p. 70) as Malatia,

Zibatra, Al-Hadath, Marash (thirty miles

between the lattor two), &c. Again, the

following route is given (pp. 70 and 165):

Samosata, Hisn Mansur, Malatia—then,

turning to tho left (see p. 165), the fortress

of Zibatra (in Greek power), Al-Hadath

(frontier fortress quite close to Greek

territory), and Marash (frontier fortress

with only Greek territory beyond). Further

(p. 193) 'the town nearest the Syrian

frontiers is Marash, the next Al-Hadath :

formerly Zibatra s'elevait dans le voisinage,

but was sacked by the Romans in the time

of Al-Mo'tacim,' referring to 836 (supra).

All this proves clearly that Zibatra was at

Viransheher and Al-Hadath (Adata) on the

Ak Su near Inekli. As to the latter

fortress, Ibn Serapion says, ' There falls

into the Kubakib [= Tokhma Su] a river

Hurith (Jurith) : its course lies through

certain lakes and it passes near the city of

Al-Hadath, falling out into the Kubakib at

a point in the direction of this town.
5 Here,

as Professor Ramsay holds, Ibn Serapion is

mistaken in making the Hurith fall into

the Tokhma Su instead of the Jihan

(Pyramus). Yakut (v. Le Strange, I.e. p.

67) is undoubtedly right in saying, ' the

Hurith flows out of the Lake of Al-Hadath

2
Cf. Sir C. Wilson in his Handbook-: •Viran-

sheher, ruins of ancient city in the plain four miles

to the left,' i.e. west of the' Marash—Malatia road.

Cf. also Bitter, he. x. 850-1. This suggestion was

made by Le Strange on Ibn Serapion, p. 05, and re-

tracted on p. 745, in deference to Mr. Hogarth's

argument. Xow however he will probably recur to

it again, see my first note.
3 'be Strange (i\ Addenda, p. 744) doubts this

identification, which he had made on p. 65, in

deference to Mr. Hogarth's argumcut that ca. 900

the whole district of Melitene was permanently

occupied by the Saracens, and therefore could not

be the ' Greek country ' in which Ibn Serapion says

the Karakis rises. But Ibn Serapion may have

written as late as 930-40, and the Tauros range was

by that time in Greek power, even Melitene being

captured by Joannes Kourkouas in 934. [The trans-

lation formerly given 'the source of the Karakis is

in a lake in the Greek country ' (p. 63) is now
altered to ' in the confines of . . .']
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near Marash ; and flowing on, it falls into

the Nalir Jayhun.' l The lakes are those

out of which the Ak Su flows, and Al-

Hadath is on the road leading from Marash
(Germaniceia) by Inekli, Pavrelu, Surghi,

and Viransheber (Zibatra) 2 to Malatia.

To return to Basil's march : the detach-

ment found him encamped 7rpo<? rep Zapvovv

iroTa/xw, tv&a to Kepa^wrcov eort. This river,

named more correctly by Kedrenos

'ArfcapvovK, is the River Az-Zarniik (i.e. 'the

rivulet') which, according to Ibn Serapion,
' has its source in a mountain lying between

Malatia and Hisn Mansur [Perre-Adiamfin],

and falls into the Kubakib [Tokhnia Su]

below the mouth of the Karakis [.Sultan

Su] '
; and 'from the River Az-Zarniik is

carried a stream called Nahr Malatia which

. . falls into the Kubakib below the mouth
of the river Az-Zarniik ; from the Nahr
Malatia are brought the water-courses of

Malatia,' &c, The whole campaign therefore

has been confined to the west of the

Euphrates. Basil had marched southwards,

keeping on the west of Melitene, to a

position on the Zarnuk. Professor Ramsay
has suggested to me that to Ktpup.tViov may
be an error for to KepaKi'o-ior, i.e. the country

about the Karakis ; and, if so, this also

shows that Basil's camp lay between the

two streams. Then, just as we should

expect, ' he breaks up his camp and marches

with his whole army against Melitene'

(Cant. p. 269). Constantine, however,

( = Theoph. Cont. 260), imagines that he is

on the east of the Euphrates and gives a

grandiose description of Basil's prowess

during the construction of a bridge over

the flooding river, when like the Homeric
heroes he carried as much as three or more
ordinary men ! [Cf. his energy in the

campaign of 880, p. 280.] Then after

crossing the river he captures a fortress,

Rhnpsakion (perhaps really an outlying fort

of Melitene), and despatches the Khaldian

and Koloniate troops to ravage the country

between the Euphrates and the Arsines

( = the Arsanas of Arab writers, Pliny and

1 I am pleased to see (hut be Strange now adds a

marginal note :
' probably the true description after

all.'

? The following additional references may be

given. Edrisi (Weil, I.e.) says that Zibatra lay

fifteen miles from Hisn Mansur (which is thirty

miles from Malatia and twenty-two from Samosata

—

Arab miles, presumably), lint Abu-1-Fida's author-

ity is better, since he visited the place. Kudama
(Lc Strange, ?.<•., p. GO) states that 'from Malatia to

Zibatra was live leagues.' The lake of Al-lladath

(ep. Weil III. p. 15) is probably the southern of the

three on the course of the river.

Tacitus' Arsanias), while he marches himself

against Melitene.

This account cannot be accepted. He is

first on the east of the river, then crosses

to the west, and then sends a division of

his army over again ! Probably the move-
ment is misplaced and refers to a crossing 3

above Kamacha later on. Basil would

never have divided his force in this way
when he was going to attack a fortified city

like Melitene, and the fact that it is the

Khaldian and Koloniate troops that are sent

indicates that their operations took place in

the country adjacent to these Themes. It

is clear then that Basil proceeded straight

against Melitene. The Emir's forces came
out to meet him and a battle was fought

before the town ; but the Saracens were
defeated and shut up within their walls.

Seeing the strength of the place, however,

the Emperor gave up the siege as hopeless,

and withdrew again into the Paulician

territory ( ttj Mavi)(ai<ov yrj) which he laid

waste with tire and sword, capturing and
burning the fortresses called Argaouth
(probably Arga-Arca), <f>povpiov KovtokCov,

(fypovpiov 'S.TUKJMxvQv, and Rachat (Ararach in

Kedr., and hence no doubt the same as

Arauraca). It was probably at this point

that the troops of the Khaldian and
Koloniate Themes were sent across the

Euphrates. They devastated the country

between that river and the Arsines (Arsanas)

and sacked the forts of Kourtikion (Kar-

kinion, Kedr.), Chachon (Glaschon, Kedr.),

Amer (Aman, Kedr.), Mourinix (Mourex,
Kedr.), and Abdela (or -gla, Kedr.). The
site of these forts I have found no moans of

determining. Basil in the meantime re-

turned home, probably by the Sivas-

Porylaion route, to receive the crown of

victory at the hands of the Patriarch (Cont.

271).

With regard to the names 'Ar^apvovK

(Za/jvovv), KcpaKiVtov (1), and A<f>ptK?j (for

Tccf>piKi)), it is interesting to see how the

Arabic names are already displacing the

Greek, even in the Greek historians.

'VctftpiKi) becomes Abrik in Arabic, and then

again A(f>piKy in Greek. Sosopetra becomes
Zibatra in Arabic, and then Zabetros in

Greek. Compare the way in which, in the

later centuries, Turkish names displace Greek
names in the Byzantine writers, e.y. Td£apa

( = to "Akgtc/mu) for Ak Serai, Ueyaiapij for

hey Sheher, &c. (cf. Ramsay, Hist. Ueoyr.,

3 Of course Constantine (Theoph. Cont.) may have

mistaken one of the large tributaries (e.g. Tokhma
Su) for the Euphrates itself.
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pp. 290 a., 209 n.
t
and Cities and Bisk,

of Phryyia, pp. 19 «., 21 -/<.).

J. G. C. Anderson.

Note.—Mr, Anderson's acute and sug-

gestive paper clears away many difficulties.

The discussion of Adata in my Hist. Geogr.

p. 27S showed that it was situated on a pass

that leads from Marash across Taurus ; but

the words of Theophanes, p. 313, seemed to

show that the pass in question led to Ara-
bissos. Probably in that passage, which
obviously shows topographical confusion,

Theophanes is trying unsuccessfully to report

the meaning of an authority, and a slight

transposition would express the real facts,

Trepao-as rqv ABara, eis T€py.avtK€iav d«£iK€TO,

/cat —d\iv tov Tavpov v—epfias rjXOe ~pbs tov

Hdpov (on the correction "ASara, Hist. Geogr.

p. 311). I would add here the correction on

Hist. Geogr. p. 291, lines 32 if. The three

days journey there mentioned is measured

apparently from Boukoulithos, a pass near

the Euphrates, and not from Caesareia ; and

the city Lykandos is to be identified with

the Paulician Lokana, at or near Gurun on

the ' Royal Road,' between Tsamandos and

Taranta-Derende.
"W. M. Ramsay.

ADVERSARIA UPOX THE POETICS OF ARISTOTLE.

Xo one who renews his studies of Aris-

totle's Poetics with a perusal of Prof.

Butcher's stimulating work can help feeling

that there is still much demand for conjec-

tural emendation based upon sound princi-

ples. Nowhere could the inseparability of

interpretation from textual criticism be

more conclusively demonstrated. Not to

criticize the existing texts is not to be in

earnest with the study of the meaning.
The well- chosen critical matter given by
Prof. Butcher affords many gratifying

proofs of the success which may still attend
logical acumen combined with palaeographi-

cal knowledge.

On the other hand I venture to think
that there are a large number of instances

in which the incorporated or suggested
emendation, however apt in sense, must
necessarily be regarded as a pis alter.

It is, for instance, undoubtedly necessary

to insert words (or groups of words) with
rather a free hand. But to interpolate

words is to assume that those words have
actually fallen out, and that they have
fallen out for a reason which will readily

appear when the words are rein&tated. For
example, they may begin with the same, or
much the same, shapes aud sounds as words
later on (koiaoeokatarkton), or they may end
with the same, or much the same, shapes
and sounds as words preceding (kumoeo'eleu-
ton). There may he other considerations.
The present contention is simply that some
such explanation should spring to the eye as
soon as the correction is made. Theoreti-

cally, no doubt, every critic acts upon this

principle, and Prof. Butcher has for the

most part dealt wisely with conjectural

material. I do not, indeed, see why in

Cap. vi. anravres should have disappeared in

avrCov <aVavT€9> cos €l~€lv, nor how aAXu>v

fell away in Cap. xxii. rr)v twv <aA\cov>
uvo/xdriDV <rvv$€<nv. But aAoya like these

are rare, and it is in no captious spirit that

I draw attention to them.

The following suggestions may occasion-

ally fall short of my own ideal, but I ven-

ture to hope that one or two among them
may be of distinct use.

C. i. 1447a 26.

ttl'TOJ OC T(S pVUp-Hi p.ip.OVVT(ll >OL (Cil. ij) TU)V

6p)(1](TT<hv.

Read ol <a> twv op^yjarwr, i.e. ol TrptoToi.

Ibid. 29.

7; Be firroTToua p.6vov rots Aoyois i^iAois y
rot? /xerpots {a.voiWfxo'ij rvy^avei ovcra.

For HAenOTTOIIA read HA6TinOI-
OYCA, i.e. for ?) B' eVo-01 la. read y) 8e ti

it o i v v <j a (ti = — as often). ' The art

which 7roier ti by means of prose or verse

without music ' This art is immediately

discussed in connection with the verb iroi^iv,

the noun -oit/t^s, and the compounds in

-ttoios- -oiovcrtL is therefore the right

word. The mistake is due partly to similar

letters, partly to misconception of the copy-

ist as to sense.


